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ABSTRACT

A series of low-level temperature and moisture soundings taken on the south-
ern shore of the Golden Gate channel during April, 1953 in connection with certain
microwave propagation tests are analyzed to determine the refractive index gra-
dients in the first few hundred feet above the channel. While most of the sound-
ings show the essentially uniform standard gradients to be expected in an air mass
having a long overwater trajectory and compare favorably with the existing Oak-
land, California radiosonde observations, certain smaller scale features involving
elevated substandard layers and sea breeze ducts are occasionally found which can-
not be correlated with larger scale surface or upper air weather data. A second
phase of the report consists of the analysis of a series of wave gage recordings
of the water surface. Characteristic wave amplitudes and periods are determined
and comparisons are made between amplitude values obtained from several types of
wave sensing elements. The rather complex oceanographic features of the channel
appear to be at least partially responsible for such effects as, 1) an observed
average H1/ 3 / H., ratio of about 1.5 as compared to reported values of about
1.85, 2) an approximate two-fold increase in the characteristic oeriod of the
waves over the period from 13-14 April, and 3) an infrquent but *Ul-maked surge-
type period of some 2-3 minutes in the wave recordings. Surface wave patterns
computed from subsurface pressure type gages are significantly lower than step
gage values and confirm required average correction factors previously reported
as ranging from 1.1 to 1.35. A number of analyses are made using the amplitude
probability method of data reduction to 1l/3 values and it is concluded that this
method is more accurate than that involvihg a direct computation of the average
of the highest one-third waves from the original record.

I* INTRODUCTION

During the period from late January through April, 1953 personnel of this
* laboratory conducted certain microwave radio propagation tests off the California

coast near San Francisco, with the test area located seaward from the Golden Gate
Bridge (Figure 1). In connection with these tests certain basic meteorologLal
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and oceanographic data wore obtained, Measurements of air temperature and mois-
ture were made in the vicinity of the radio paths, yielding refractive index pro-
files uap to several hundred feet above the sea surface. The state of the sea
surface was also carefully doteruined by uaing three different wave measuring
instruments mounted on a steel piling located off Baker Beach,

The principal objectives of this report are to describe the meteorological
and oceanographic observation and measurement program and to present some of the
meteorological and oceaorahc findings for the test arm during April, 1953,

11. OBSEVaTIONAL PROGRAM

A. Mteorolom.

The basic mcteorologicsl observations wera those nude by means of bar-
rage balloon soundings to heights in the order of 500 feet in the Baker Beach area
(F-igure 2),, using the Electrical Engineering Re*3&rch Laboritory artificially
ventilated wet-.and dry-bulb psychrograph a a seasing elemaent. A few more de-
tailed observations vero nude in the first 25 feat abovs the water on the piling.
Soundings, wure mad4e once wid sometimes twice a day, at times when the wind di-
rootion made Possible a sounding an nearly representative a possible of the radio
path across the Golden Gate inlet, In addition, many check measurements of air
temperature and humidity weis made with a standard U. S. Weather Bureau type sling
psychrometer at points near the balloon real and at the wter's edge on Lkor
Beach*

A few helicopter soundings of temperatur, and moisture were =ade over-
water In the test area, using craft made available through the courtesy of the
Presidio of San Francisco, Based on the soundings sctually obtained# and in the
light of Randall's studies (7?].6it is quite likely that the helicopter could be
a useful adjunct to a maasurement progam of this ind but more field experience
is needad before any definite statement can be =ade* It Is fair to sayq however,
that the helicopter flights at San frAciso were generally not successful enough
to justify the trouble of Installing the equaipment which had to be done for each

flgt0 mn h operational difficulties encountered were those concerned with
advance sceuigof each flight* a iailty of a *rift at the t iLao desired,
and the vvriation In local weather conditions*

Additional frequent meteorological observations were made both at the
notearologioal site and the il4ng. Thes were both visual va Instwwmetal , ad
Included such item as the aforementioned tempersture and wet-bulb tempersture as
well as sky conditionp visibility, wind direction uAn speedg and water teowers-
ture. lWind direction was indicated by direct vial abservation of a wind vanes
mounted near the observation truck about five feet 3bom g*oAd. Repreentative
directions wete those tc SSW thsough North, ,p dmey(see Filor 1) *Wind
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speod was measured at the piling with a conventional 3-cup rotation anemometer
(Signal Corps World War II model, bakelite cups, magneto head) whose output was
placed on an Esterline-Angus 0.-1 ma. recorder in the truck shown in Figure 2.*
Wind records are available from 0800 PST 3 April 1953 through 29 April; the ane-
mometer was removed from the piling at 0815 PST 28 April, and set up temporarily
at the Baker Beach meteorological ,ite beginning 1045 PST 28 April 1953. Both
fast speed (3" per minute) and slow speed (3', per hour) wind records were ob-
tained, with an effort made to record wind at fast paper speed when wave records
were being made. The wind record was made virtually continuous by running the
recording meter at slow speed between runs and over nights and Sundays6

The water temperature measurements were made with a mercurial thermom-
eter having a small bucket -attachment at the bulb end. Observatiuns were made
generally once per day off the rocks opposite the piling about 1500 feet north of
the meteorological site, and as often from the piling as trips were made for ser-
vicing the equipment.

Standard U. S. Weather Bureau teletype weather reports for stations in
the vicinity including both surface and upper air observations, were collected
and made available through the courtesy of the Official-in-Chargej U. St Weather
Bureau, San Francisco Airport.

Sea water temperatures, measured each two hours at the light ship "San
Francisco" (WAL-612), located between Golden Gate and Southeast Farallon Island)
as well as wave direction and period, were made available through the courtesy
of the U. S. Coast Guard.

Finally, in an effort to determine certain smaller scale atmospheric
features representative of the overwater path, a number of observations were made
of the simultaneous fluctuations of air temperature -nd index of refraction at
microwave frequencies with the Crain refractometer (2] using a shore-based site
some 50 feet above and 250 feet from the water. Unfortunately the combination of
the large differential in surface radiational heating and cooling of sand over
water and the spray and salt particles thrown into the atmosphere by the breaking
surf introduced temperature and refractive index variations that were not repre-
sentative of overwater conditions. While the more or less general on-shore winds
permitted representative measurements of overwater temperature and moisture gra-
dients with the balloon-borne land-based psychrograph at altitudes above some
height of the order of 100 feet, these same on-shore winds significantly increased
the likelihood of atmospheric contamination by surf action.

*All E5L recording meters were housed in the same truck.
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B. 0ceano~ri~Itv.

Among the measurements to be synchronized with the radio data were those
characterizing the sea surface from which radio waves were being reflected. The
approach to this problem was to provide numerous data representative of the sea
surface on the radio path, such that statistical 3nalysis of the results would be
feasible. Photographs, taken from various vantage points, were used in an effort
to establish qualitatively the character of the sea surface and the essential
areal representivity of point measurements of ocean wave heights and periods.
T h e point measurements were made by means of three different wave gages, all
mounted on a supporting platform in the form of a steel piling, driven into the
ocean floor about 200 yards off Baker Beach (Figures 1 and 2) at a point where
the water depth was some 35-40 feet.

The wave gages were all mounted on the seaward side of the piling about
24 feet from the structure. Access to the piling was gained by a ladder mounted
on the northeast sidds and upper and lower platforms made possible servicing of
the equipment (Figure 3),' Wave heights and periods were measured by three dif-
ferent instruments, a step gage, a pressure gage and a continuous-wire gage. The
step gage [(1, described in Appendix B, utilized as sensing elements spark plugs
spaced 0.2 feet apart along 14 feet of the stainless steel supporting pipe. The
instrument was raised and lowered for sarvicing by means of a smal A-frame mounted
an the upper platform. A Mark IX pressure gage YSJ was mounted on the steel pipe
of the step gage as support, two feet below the lowest spark plug and approxi-
mately 30 feet from the ocean floor. This gage measured variations in the woight
-)f water above it by means of a differential pressure potentiometer of conven-
tional pattern and was made available on loan from the University of California
Wave Research Laboratory. A continuous-wire gage was composed of three stainless
steel wires and was arranged vertically on mounting brackets adjacent to the step
gage.* One wire was used t o measure the position of the water surface by the
electrical resistance of the exposed portion; the other two, in conjunction with
the third, yielded the instantaneous slope of the water surface. With the wires
positioned at the vertices of a right triangle, components of the slope in two
iirections were obtained. Further details on this gage appear in Appendix A.

An effort was made to obtain tide variations at the piling by placing
the step gage output on an Esterline-Angus recorder, operated at a paper speed
of 3 inches per hour, and with a designed sensitivity of 14 feet for full scale
(0-1 m.a.). The calibration resistor scheme was based on the performance oft he

*Step and pressure gages in Figure 3 are in servicing position. The continuous-
wire gage was removed following a picket boat collision on 17 April and is not
shown in the photograph. The pressure gage may be sean fastened near the end of
the step gage pipe.

1.2
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step gage in salt water (30% salinity), but did not take into account the extra-
long submarine cable (2300 feet) between piling and recording meter. Briefly
stated, the tide gage output in the field became compressed to something in the
order of one-half of full scale and this factor together with the considerable
amount of calibration drift of the tide gage experienced during the period of
observations, made the record very difficult to evaluate. Tide figures obtained
from the step gage, however, compared favorably with those of the observed tide
at Golden Gate.

III. PRESENTATION OF DATA AND ANALYSES

A. Meteorological Findings.

1. Refractive Index Profiles. The dry-bulb and wet-bulb temperature
soundings were plotted on height coordinates as shown in Figures 4 through 18,
along with derived values of vapor pressure and refractive index. In order to
minimize the effect of the occasionally large and more or less random moisture
fluctuations normally encountered in overwater observations, the refractive index
and vapor pressure values were also computed and resultant profiles sketched from
smoothed dry-bulb and wet-bulb temperature gradients. These values are all in-
dicated by crosses on the above figures. The soundings illustrated in Figures
4-18 include all but a few of the complete list of soundings given in Table 1.
Those not shown represent measurements which were either essentially duplicates
of those taken earlier or later of the same day or which were of little value
due to equipment malfunctioning.

For the most part the refractive index gradients were uniform to the
top of the sounding and for 10 of the 15 days represented by the figures showed es-
sentially standard or slightly substandard gradients. There is also fairly re-
liable evidence from sea surface meisuraments and occasional sling psychrometer
and low level piling soundings of the existence of a shallow duct in the first
10-20 feet above the water. Both of these features are in general agreement with
the type of refractive index sounding one would expect to find from an overwater
sounding in a marine air mass. For the most part, too, psychrograph soundings
showing a uniform index-of-refraction gradient agreed fairly well with values
determined from the Oakland radiosonde in spite of the non-conformity in time and
distance between the two. Figure 14, for example, representing data taken in the
afternoon of April 23, shows a near standard profile for both the psychrograph
and radiosonde data. Where there is a discrepancy, it appears that the psyohro-
graph refractive index profile tends to be somewhat more substandard than that
derived from the radiosonde. Reference can be made here to Figures 5 (7 April),
9 (14 April), 15 (24 April) and 16 (25 April). It may be that the shallower and
warmer San Francisco Bay waters off Oakland give rise to a greater index gra-
dient there than immediately off the deip water inlet, but there is too great a
discrepancy between the scale distance and time of thu two measuraments to make
any definite statements.
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ABIAIOF~ Or' 1EVILB.0GICAL SOMMIN0G

saX nOCISCO AM, APRL, 19S

SOVDING
DAM R TINdE (PST)- TYPE

1. 31 Zen. 1505 - 1545 Balloon
2. 9Feb. 135- 1440 Belloon
3. 2 Apr. 14? Helicopter (N.G.?)(No EA records)
4. 3 Apr. 103-0 P1ilig (No FA recordas
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There were four instances in which relatively strong substandard gra-
dients appeared to exist at heights from 250-4W feet above the normal essentially
standard marine air mass refractive index profile. Some of these may well be
instrumental since any wetting of the dry bulb sensing unit caused by excessive
motion of the peychrograph would result in a fictitious decrease in the moisture
lapse rate with a corresponding shift toward substandard gradients at that level.
An example of this effect can be found in Figure 6 (8 April) where the strong
substandard gradient beginning at about 350 feet corresponds to an increase in
the temperature lapse rate to greater than adiabatic values. Since this condi-
tion is felt to be Improbable, the lower level adiabatic lapse rate has been con-
tinued to the top of the sounding for April 8 (Figure 6) and April 23 (Figure
13) and the indicated superimposed substandard layers have been discounted. The
two remaining cases illustrating this elevated substandard layer are found on
April 13 (Figure 8) and April 17 (Figure 10). While such an effect cannot be
corroborated by the available radiosonde data and no particular explanation can
be offered, these soundings are certainly generally consistent with the others
taken during this period and the elevated layers are believed to be real.

The single instance in which a well-marked duct occurred was on the
afternoon of April 18 (Figure U) when a pronounced sea breeze effect was observed
in the refractive index profile at Baker Beach. Here, the marine air was perne-
trating landward in the lower levels, yielding an essentially standard profile up
to 400 feet. Above this level, much drier air accounts for the super-refractive
layer shown. It is not likely that the twin profiles above 400 feet represent
significant differences in refractive index. Howeverb the continued advection
of marine air below this level apparently resulted In a substandard profile roughly
an hour after the sounding began since the change from stardard to substandard
lapse rates in the lower 400 feet from ascent to descent readings is a signifi-
cant one.

The afternoon of 18 April was particularly interesting meteorologically
in that the sea breeze occurrence was aided and abetted by the advent of a rather
sharp north-south high pressure ridge which moved in during the afternoon, The
wind at the piling shifted at 1315 PST ffm northwest 7 miles per hour (man) to
west southwesterly 9 mph (mean), gusts to 15 mph. The average wind level did not
change appreciably, but the sea breeze was definitely more guty in character. By
the time the sounding was made, one hour later, the marine air was about 400 feet
deep over Baker Beach. The marine layer mist have deepened uigfioantl later in
the dayl at the 850 mb level, the dewpoint temperature changed from -8.50 C at
0700 PST to 230 C at 1900 PST. The air temperature was 8.20 C at both obser-
vatiOc. The Oakland zadiosonde observation reflects only the upper level mois-
ture ohange. Aain, the lower level phenomenon was loolised.

2. Synoptic Analysis. For the period of the tests, surface and 850
illibar charts of the western United States and the eastern Pacific Ocean were

Prepared froM teletype dati made available from the U. S. Weather Dureau station
at Sen Francisco. The uppe. level charts were plotted and analysed for 0700 and
1900 ST. and the surface map for 1030 P. These aps wn prepared for the pur-
pose of determining Weather patterns on a large scale as related to the obsered
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occurrences of wind, waves, and atmospheric characteristics in the Golden Gate
Y area. For the most part, however, as mentioned previously, the scale of operations
* at Baker Beach was such that with the exception of the normal standard refractive
* index gradient, little correlation could be found between the local occurrences and
* the broad scale weather features. An excption to this has alread been noted for

the afternoon of 18 April. It appears, therefore, that meteorological analyses
of the kind reported for the Point big area (43 are not possible in the presentcase, partly because of the unavailability of overwater refractive index profiles
to higher levels, and partly because of path length and location as related to
broad scale weather patterns. It should be mentioned parenthetically that the

* same problem of scale prevented an adequate analysis of ocean surface character-
* istics as related quantitatively to meteorological parameters such as wind. As
'1a substitute, a few scatter diagrams were prepared of observed wave heights at
*the piling as a function of wind speed not only at the piling# but from weather

maps (averages for the San Francisco area) and fram 850 millibar chart as a more
reliable indicator of flow patterns. The results of this study were entirely
negative.

B. Oceanoamirdh Findinxs.

1. General Oceanography. Although the Golden Gate radio path had many
of the desired geometrical characteristics for a carefuL study of the reflection
of microwave radio enery from water surfaces of varying degrees of roughness,
the channel itself has a rather complex associated oceanography. Currents in the
channel were quite strong and standing wave patterns formed br the interaction of
the outflow and inflow currents appeared as the rule rather than as the eception.
Significant horisontal variations in the wave structure could often be observed
visually over the entire outer portion of the channel, The deep basin nature of
the channel also appeared on occasion to be responsible for the appearance of
surge type water surface variations similar to thoee reported on coastal installa-
tios by MHnk E51 and Toshida 1U] and which would not be representative of open
water conditions. Thus, on April 22 for instance, waves having periods of 2k to
3 minutes and amplitudes of up to 1 foot were noted in both the pressure and step
gae recording., These psrtioular wave patterns sbemd up very on the
relatively large ampitude slow speed pressure pWl reo but wee vey dif-
ficult to determine on the higher speed lower amplitude recordings used for the
sinaltameous steps pressure and contimousliere recordings. Althoug a thorou
exAInation of the data has not been xde sid gi nt sure eafect w ere notcaee
able only on the 22d with ses Indications present on the 0141 and 24tho &W
ever, %hether ti" represents sm natul vibratien frequ ey of the laegel, or
as suggested by Tohda. represt a frequ present (but Of posib too low
an amplitude to be detestable) in all wave patterns near shore leeatio, caMot
be determined. An ezmpl of this wave pattern is shm i p" ig l&.

In an effort to obtain qualitative indieations of the ectent to tah
hoeisont l hmeneMity adsted in the wave pattem over the channel, a seesm
of water surface photopephe were taken of the beunnel to Imbdo the Mdiopoth
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and the piling. These pictures, however, were taken infrequently and the lack of
detail made them difficult to interpret. Thus, with the possible ecception of
being able to determine the directional orientation of major swells, it has not
been possible to make horizontal homogeneity evaluations for the normal 3-20 min-
ute data gathering period.

2. Wave Analysis. The analysis of the wave gage data has proceeded
along two major lines. The first, which may be termed a statistical approach,
is still underway and will be reported separately. In the statistical analysis,
extensive use is being made of the correlation computer developed at this lab-
oratory, and the results are largely in terms of auto-correlations, probability
distributions and power spectra.

The second approach has been what might be termed a synoptic one, with
emphasis on the broad scale features of the wave patterns. This analyis has been
sem-statistical, and has used limited portions of the data to characterise such
parameters as wave period, wave heights, and wave height ratios for the entire
period of observations. In addition, a comparison of the records obtained from
the three wave gages has been made and the results are reported.

A complete catalog of all wave data taken during the test period is
found in Table 2.

The output of the University of California pressure gage is recorded
nearly continuously on a motor-driven Esterline-Angus 0-1 ar.a. recorder at a piper
speed of li" per minute. The data have been analyzed according to the method
outlined by Snodgrass and Stiling [9). Representative 20-minute periods were
selected for mornings and uternoons by visual inspection of the original records,
for the period 6-27 april 1953. From these sets o" data were found: (a) char-
acteristic wave period, T, in seconds (defined as the averg period for the wll-
defined series of highest waves observed d&xrng the 20-minute period); (b) char-
act eristic wave height, H , in feet (defined s the average height of 33 1/3
per cent of the highest I U s); (c) maxim wave height, 1LO, in feet (highest
wave recorded in the 20-minute interval); and (d) the ratio of Hx to 4/3"
The results of this analysis appear in Figure 19 with the actual data given In
Table 3.

In addition, in part to check the apparent esentivity of these points
and to chock the time trends of these parameters, a second st of 0-inuate per-
iods of data were chosen from the A.-A. true. Here, An fort was med to select
data for a time for which no anawsis had been made rather than for the most re-
presentative data during a morning or an aftenmn. These points are also plotted
on FPre 19# There are no systematic differences between these two sete, su#-
gosting that the tiae-trends of vive periods and wave heights ae not distorted
materially by the choice of analysis periods.

It is seW that the charcteristic wave period decreases aifo from
10 seconds to about 7 seconds over the period from 6-3 Aprsl, then iacroas s

BUD-
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TABLE 2

TABULATION OF WAVE DATA

SAM TWCISCO ARA APRIL, .1953

DATE TIW (PST) TYPE

i6 February 13-i433
1321-134. CA, P

17 February 1318-1336'; 1535-1550P
1312-1320; 1523-1528; miscellaneous CA, S

i8 February 1125-i156 1340-1404; 1555-16v P
I140-I191; miscellaneous CA, 3, P

19 February 0925-0942; 1003-1024; 141-1731
1347-1650 P
o019-093 9; 1003-1024; miscellaneous CA, s, P

20 February o05 1- )5; i 14 ;; 1479-16,v
084 -98P; miscellaneous CAI S9 P

SApril 1029-1042; 1350-1401; 1%44-160" CA, CS, S
April o9o6-0918; 103,-10; 1123-11

1145-1159; i41-1355; 1409-1420
1430-144; 1450-15o); 1512-1518
1530-1542; l62-b5; 172e-1744 CA, Os, s
0904-0920; 103-i1i%; ii23-ii-
n4-ii9; 1741-1755; 1407-1420

1529-1542- ib3,-i5o; 172R-1743 P
7 Avril 1529-15i 1246-1,702; 132.148,

1418-1474; 1510&1525; 1 -% 1664 CA, CS, s
1509-15'5; 15.1-402 1417-3434

8 Aprl 1051-1105; 1756-1410; 1420-1433
150-1521; 1544-1634 CA, CS, S
1357-14--2; 1504-1521; 1544-1672 P

9 Aprl 1041-1056; 1132-1146; 131-1346
1434-3450; 1503-1516; 153o-i14 CA$ CS, S
1 1434 -3451 1503-1516 A Si530-i5; i 9q-ibPo P

10 April 092,-0941; 10 -1o46; lioo-1li6
l 0-i1; i.i 1~6i-11 .11~o i'- 44tb; 39-5

IO 0 iO CA, CS, S
o74o-o8o6; 092-097; 1029-1046
1oo-116; ii lb-iib 2 -124
130P6-157; 1410-i416; 147o-144
15o8-159 P

11 April 0904-0924; l020-10'; 1124-1140
1 40-iV56 CA, Cs, S
0904-097; i018-i06; il.P4-1140
1310-17 9

! i - --



TABLE 2 (Continued) 
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DATE TM? (PST) TM

13 Apri 1326-h1 4; 1445-1500; 1525-540
l616-1612 CA, CS,.9
1321.59; 1446-1510; 1525-1540 P

14 April 1'5&.114; 1,46-1500; 1540-155516661 22CA$ OS, S
1009-1025; 1 9-il14; 1447-1500
1503-1555; ibO5-ib22 P

15 April 095b-1009; 1325-11.; 1300-131
l1o 45 14211; 1441-4IN
1522-i53M; 1 05-1 1 CA, CS, s
0926"040; 1124-1140; 130&-1315
132-1 5; 1402-1416; 1523-i5l160o.-b21 5-

i6 April 11N-146; 102-1419; l452-iT8
1556-1611 CA, CS, S
117-1203; 1404-1420; 1446-1511
155b-1611 P

1April 1?36-1617
IVApril 1011-1551 P
20 April1 10103 131148 1459-l 11552-1667; il20-1674; i646-i128 S

1002-1702 P
21 April 1114-1128; 1145-1152; 1318-1374

1350-1402; l4lb-i4 l; 3446-0
1530-1547; 1552-16 1622-1635 s
124-Ib 45 P

22 April 0930-O94; 1022-1037; 1110-1125
1M I20;1-774-17-50; 712

1 -150; 1525-1549; 1 o-ibi?V07-1016; 1051-1106; 1130-ii45
135i-1410; 1'0-.145; 1506-152 11-558; lt o-ir4o0

09 ti-095; -101 620P 051
24 April 095Z-02; 1025-10 ; 1114-1129

137-174); 1352-1 15; 1451-157
5 3 -i55 ; I55-i O lb-65

3209V-0952; U103-2o; 1055-111

q-15; i37-i48; 1657-1725

o .oo-l72, p

6-b5 -- P
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TABM 2 (Continued)

DME TD& (PST) TYT

25 April 1005-1020; 1041-1056; 1119-1134
1374-1749; 1415-1430; 1519-1574
0947-002; 1023-l08; 1100-1115
,1137-1152; 13 -370o; 1352-3,41o
1 BI3 15715 3; 1558-Mb4
l17-1&3; 1o-172o; 1723-1757 S
0819-1 O P

27 April 1 061 i13-1 3s 1528-154515;V.!&;I lolO.23s
1433-1625 P

28 April 1010-1027; 1230-1245; 1332-l-34

1531-1544
28 April* 0971-0947; 1042-1101; 12417-1259

1317-V29; 1402-3415; 14 1 59
151-1"' 1 519.9-l 9; 1 z~lt5l

1654-IZ12; 1725-1740; 1743-1758

29 April O514-O ;0 0; 09-0931
191-1o01; 1032-1045; 156112

113e-115 ; 1209-1227; 12-q-1246
32-17338; 1,46-1401; 1407-1421
25-.1o o7- 522; 143-1555

%17 l40; IB02-1,17; 1 204 35
1r3-1854; 1858-1911

* Sons short gynchronized step gage and movie data taken between 0914-0920.

COOE:

CA Continuous-wire Gage Amplitude
CS Continuous-wire Gage Slopes
S Step Gage Amplitude
P Pressure Gage Amplitude
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TABLE 333

WVE WALYSES

UNTIVoIT , 0F CSIOWIA PESURE GAGE

Date Tire Period 1/3 1 (F' / H/3
(sea) (Ft) (rt)

April 6 1040-1100 10.4 3.2 4.7 1.47
leoo-1116 1.45 3.0 4.3 1.43

1122-1137 3.4
1143-115 3.0

*1340-1355 11.0 3.4 5.1 1.50
14~:1420 3.35

41P-1501 38
1507-1520 3.7

S'x- '23.9 13

16'2-1 6 8.7'5 3.3 4.6 1.39
1729-1713 2.9

April 7 1245-132 10.0 2.3 3.- 1.44
1331-1W348 2.3
1117-1434 2.2
1 Z 5 2.0
154Z- 2 7.3 1.8 2.6 1.44

Apri1 8 157-1412 2.4

1114293524.0 1.67
143lb03 2.4

*lbo-163D goo 2.1 3.1 1.48

Arl9 ln149.7 1.4 2.1 1050153D0-156 9.0 1.4 2.0 1.43

Apri1 15 092%-09M 705 1.1 1.8 1.64*1100-111b 7.0 1.1 2.2 2,00

1D134io.6 1.1 1041* 15"-1529 8.8 1.3 1.9

Apri1 11 0902-0922 7.0 1o4 2.3 1.64* 1123-1140 7*4 1.4 2.3 1.4
1315-1335 9.7 0.91 1.3 143

Apri1 13 15.1540 6.5 0.88 1.4 1.59
April 14 103-025 14.1 1.2 1.6 1.33

wfs-1025 15 8 0.74 100:
195.152 13:6 1.1 1*4 1

April 15 *0925-0940 13.1 1.1 i.8 1.64

*3oeom selootiono



TABLE 3 (cOFTMMuE) ~34

Date Time Period H1, ffmaiz./ Hl/3(See) - .W

April 15 114-1140 13.1 1.0 1.7 1.7
41.39-x.M 14.4 0.88 1.3 1.48
152-15; 13.3 0.90 1.1 1.22

April 16 1141-1201 12.6 o.81 1.11136
1451-1511 12.3 0.87 1.3 1.49

April 17 *132-5-1-3 5  11.5 2.2 3.0136
1533-1553 11.0 2.7 4.2 1.56

April 18 1020-1040 9.5 2.3 3.2 1.39
*1240-130 9.9 1: 17 2
1455-1515 9.5 1. 2.15

April 26 1007-1027 912,9 4.61
"1250:1 0o.0 3.0 5.1
1540-IOO 13 0 2.9 4o3 1.48

April 21 1125-1145 10.5 2.6 4.4 1.69
*14 ..o-*O 10.2 2 3.5 1.402 .o.8 2.4 1.4

April 22 xON3,ft 12.5 3.2 4.8 1.
1000-1020 10.5 3.1 4, 1.42
% -111.3 3.2 4 . .

14140 12o3 3.1 5.0 lP

April1 23 093um0950 9.1 2o3 3.3 143
*1140-1200 11.1 2.4 3-1
"40014I20 1100 3.0 5.2 IM9-13i 11.0 2.o8 5.0 1.79

April 24 0915.35 12.1 2.0 2.7 1.35
4110.113D 11.9 2.0 30 1.50

..315-1335 0.0 1.9 2,8 1.47
1 M1ro 10.3 2.1 2.8 1.33

10.8. .4 2.0 3.0 1.50

April 25 0920-"40 11. 0.89 ! 1..68
4&140-1200 11. 0994 1:3 3

7,8 1.1: 1.45

April 27 1515-1535 9.1 2*4 3.4 14

*Soonl Seleotione

_ L/



sharply to near 15 seconds less than 24 hours later. The only explanation found
for this phenomenon is in the character of the wave records for the two periods
(afternoon of the 13th and morning of the 14th). Over the time interval from
the 6th to the 13th of April, both wave heights and periods declined, until the
wave record took on the appearance shown in the top half of Figure 20. Groups
of significantly high waves are difficult to discern, and the overall pattern is
one of numerous waves of relatively small amplitude, and with a reasonably uni-
form wavelength or wave speed or both. On t he morning of the 14th, however,
groups of significant waves again appeared; these waves were longur or slower,
or both, than those of the 13th, with the result that the computed character-
istio wave period more than doubled, although wave heights show.d no material
change. To what extent this increase in period is peculiar to the inlet itself
and whether it is representative of conditions over the entire Golden Gate area,
however, cannot be determined from the data at hand. True, the light ship off
the Golden Gate roported no such chnge and periods of waves passing tha light
shi- were always in the order of 5 or 6 seconds, with no signifiiant change re-
ported during the entire period from 6 to 27 April. However, the lower and con-
stant wave period from the light ship may well be as much a result of the conse-
quence of counting all waves rather than only groups of significant waves,, as it
is a consequence of the open water location of the light ship.

Finally, the H to H1/3 wave height ratios in Figure 19 are seen to
average near 1.5 for the entire period of record, with overall variations from
1.2 to 2.0. This finding is at considerable variance with identical ratios re-
ported in the literature from different locations. These reported values average
near 1.85 (10], an increase of about 20% over 1.5. The suggestion is strong here
that the records from the Golden Gate location cannot be compared with those ob-
tained from more exposed coastal locations like Point Arguello and Cuttyhunk.
The relatively short record of one month obtained during the test period must
also be kept in mind.

The step wave gage output was placed on an 3din recorder, which was
run at varying speeds, depending on the type of record being obtained. Most of
the records were at 2.5 ma per second. The same (Snodgrass) method of analysis
wa applied to a limited number of these records, and the results again plotted
on Figure 19. The actual data are given in Table 4a. It will be noted that in
general the stop gap findings agree with those of the pressure gage, with an
important exception in the characteristio (Hj 3 ) wav heights. It wil be noticed
from Table b, which gives the comparable values for step and pressure gage

recordings, that idth one exception the actual wave heights measured with the
step gage axcoe4 those cauted from the pressure ago record. Although the times
ire not always synchronous and there are onwy a few data milable for comparison,

- the average prossure gage wave heights are certainly of the order of 23% too low.
Whether or not the extremely high ratio indicated for April 25 is real cannot be
'etermined but there may be in Indication in this data that the amplitude discrep-
ancy might be an inverse Auntion of wave amplitude. This comparison between step
and pressure gage records wil be explored further in a later section.
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TAM 4a37TABIZ 4a

SjTH GAt WAVE ANALYS BY STODMWASS MMOD

%eto M ea Period Igl

April £ 1041-1101 11.0 3.55 4.80 1.35

April 7 1371-1348 9.5 2.89 4.30 1.49

April 8 1600-1620 9.7 3.l7 4.89 1,4

April 20 1351-148 11.1 2.90 3.66 1.26

April 22 1003-1018 1010 3: 4.98 1.44
1543-1558 12. .20 1.44

April 23 1016-103 10. 2-55 3.18
1554-1610 12. 3.20 4.04 :

April 24 1042-1058 12.1 2.4 3.o6 1.27
1705-1725 10.5 2.90 3.54 l.22

April 25 1oo111 5 11.3 1.65 2.44 1.48
17Z2-.174; 13,2 1.71 2.44 1.43

ir



COYPARISON OF TT0DGASS M.OD or H,7 VALUATION

FOR PES!R- AND STEP GAE PATA

Date Time H1/ 3  1 3 Ratio
Pressure Gage Stop Gage Pressure Gage Stop Gage Step/Pressure

April 6 1040-1100 1041-1101 3.2 3.55 1.11
April 7 131-l4 1-4 2.3 2.89 1.26

April 8 161o-163o 16o0-162o 2.1 3.17 1.51

April 20 1250-1310 1351-1408 3.0 2.90 0.97

April 22 1000-1020 ioo3-ioi0 .1 345 1 1.1
1544-1604 15431 55P 3.2 .O 1.1

April 23 093D-0950 1016-1012 2 2.55 1.11
1l9-lb"q 1 1554-1610'. 3.20 1.14

April 24 1110-113D 1042-1058 2.0 2.41 1.20
1708-1728 17051725 2.0 2.90 1.45

April 25 1140-1200 1200&1115 0.94 1.65 1.76
1727-1747 1727-1747 1.1 1.71 1.55

Average 1.27

Al1
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The continuous-wire gage, designed to give a continuous rather than a
discrete record of waves for statistical analyis purposes, had its output placed
on a second channel of tle idin recorder, makin a simultaneous record with the
step gage. There we an obvious one-to-one correlation of the two records, such
that the need for a detailed analysis of the continuous-wire records ms obviated.
As a matter of fact, the step gap was intended to supply the calibration for the
conttnuou.4dre gage4  The essentially identical patterns of the step and con-
tinuous wire gages and the marked loss of sensitivity for the pressure gage can
be seen very easily in Figure 20a, which shoms a representative and simultaneous
set of recordings of the outputs of all three gages. It can be noted that waves
having periods of 1-24 seconds are completely missing from the pressure gage record
and waves with periods up to 3-4 seconds have a considerably reduced amplitude.
Note in the step gage output that clearly defined steps can be seen only during
periods when the water surface is rising. The finite time of water runoff from
the gage (during falling water periods) smooths the step gage record. The ap-
parent phase differences between the three recordings is not real. Different
lengths of fecording pens were inadvertently used in t he initial observa-ion
periods and an artificial phase lead was ge:rated in the Sdin recording of the
pressure gage output.

Further details of the coqaxrison between step and continuous-wire re-
cordig with particular emphasis on the record obtained from the ,ave slope wdtn
of the continuous- ire age are shen In Figures 21 through 24. Visual inspection
of these simultaneous amplitude and slope wave records show some very interesting
features and although no significant analysis of the slope data has been made, ona
can, in a sense, reconstruct the characteristics of the water surface at the p11-
Ing by the omareson of the two records. The dits for April 6, for instance,
shom in Figure 21, contain some of the highast amplitude waves nowd during the
entire observation period and there is a marked difference between the two slope
recordings in contrast to the!" more normal essentially simlKlur patterns. The

obvious correspondence of the . ae fundamental swell period in both the amplitude
and slope 2 rocords would indicate that the high amplitude waves are sufficiently
steep so that a slope measuring device operating over a distance of six inches
is sufficient to describe both the major wve poie and the superimposed smaller
wter surface variations. The lack of this major periol in the slope I rocord
would ala to Indicate that the wave crests are tlavol:W osb vitially parAlel
to the slope 2 direction, 1.es, from th northwest. Two other features of the
slop records might be worth pointing out. The ofrequeucies in the slope varia-
tions sre, as is to be expeated, mah higher than those for the amplitude vara'_-

tions. Those changes, hmarw, can on oasion be so rapd as to give aomtiaLly
vertical lines on the recordlgs. Since the amplitude traces never show such
high frquency effeotes, they mast be due to some combination of rapidly moving,
ftzdng or dissipating very short wavelength witer surface perturbations-of the
order of 6 Inasup mp oed on the ordinary 4e2 structure. A few msoh in-
stances c n be noted In the slope recordings she in Figre 21. Finaly, we a
see t the slope 2 recording of th same figure so ver umusual fAttmed traces.
Since ee Is no ason to suspect instrment malfunctloning, sections of the
profiles of reltivOl large waves appear to hive essentially constant slope.

7.
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Figure 22 is a similar type of recording for an approximate two-minute
period about 1103 PST on 8 April 1953. Maximum wave amplitudes have fallen to
about one-half their values of 6 April although once again there is evidence in
the no. 2 slope record, although much reduced in amplitude, o a fundamental period
similar to that shown in the amplitude recording. The most interesting aspect
of this data lies in the extensive high frequency variations on the amplitude
traces. Although this condition is somewhat unusual, it is encouraging to note
that the finite interval step recorder gave a record strikingly similar to that
of the continuous-wire gage.

The data for 13 April given in Figure 23 show relatively small amplitude
waves whose slopes, averaging perhaps 10 degrees from horizontal, are certainly as
large and perhaps larger than those of the previously shown higher amplitude waves.
The suggestion here is that relatively small waves of short wavelength are being
driven by the wind, and that the sea surface has a definite choppy character.
Reference to the observation log for 13 April reveals that wind at the piling at
0900 PST averaged 12 mph from WSW, with gusts to 15 mph; a few whitecaps were ob-
served. In the early afternoon, gusts had increased to 20 mph from WNW at the
piling; at Baker Beach it was definitely too windy for a balloon sounding to be
made, and whitecaps were still visible. Note, too, the much reduced significant
period in the amplitude records and the lack of any fundamental periodicity in the
slope records.

In the case of the 14 April data (Figure 24), one can see smaller wind
waves superimposed on a larger amplitude swell; occasional individual waves of
li to 2 feet are observed, while swell amplitudes average about 2 feet. The gen-
erally larger slopes observed on the slope 1 record suggest that the preferred
wave direction is more from the direction of Mile Rock than from northwest. Ob-
servations recorded in the log show a westerly wind 3 to 5 mph at the piling at
0915 P3T, with no comment regarding whitecaps, nor regarding the visually observed
swell direction.* In statistical terms, one might say that a large RMS value of
slope indicates steep-sided waves; simultaneous large amplitude implies long wave-
length, and vice versa for both. When RMS values of slope are the same for slope
1 and slope 2, waves are approaching in the mean from a direction midway between
the two legs of the 3-wire slope array; when RMS values are significantly larger
on slope 1 than on slope 2, then waves in the mean are approaching from a direc-
tion nearer to slope 1.

*As a rule, swell approached from the open water having a westerly to northwest-
erly direction, with the swel? wave fronts finally becoming parllel to the beach.
In this respect, the San Francisco light ship reported an essentially unvarying
2700 as the direction from which swell was coming during the entire April observa-
tion period.
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3. Comparison of the Step Gage and the Pressure Gage. Reference is
again made to Figure 19 and the discrepancy in amplitudes given by the two gages.
A brief exposition of the method of obtaining surface wave heights from subsurface
pressure measurements will be given first. This method has been developed over a
period of years at the University of California as part of an overall analysis of
ocean wave records from submerged pressure gages ( . The following equation is
used to obtain the surface wave height:

where H a wave height at surface, feet
R a EA chart reading of wave amplitude (from trough to succeeding crest),

per cent of full scale.
C a full scale calibration constant for the instrument, in this case 5 feet.
K a pressure response factor based upon depth of instrument, depth of water

at instrument, and length or period of wave being recorded.

The factor K is an important element in the calculation because it is
variable with water depth and wave period, both of which are time-varying func-
tions. The relation of the subsurface pressure fluctuations to the surface waves
has been determined theoretically for two-dimensional, irrotational motion of an
incompressible fluid in a relatively deep channel of constant depth. The response
factor K therefore becomes the weak point in calculations of surface waves meas-
ured with pressure gages, because actual waves dipart from a sinusoidal pattern.
An error is inevitable, therefore, whenever an average or characteristic period
is used to compute K, while the actual wave period is varying. The tAble of val-
ues of K for the Golden Gate installation (instrument 30 feet from bottom) indi-
cates that for a water depth of 40 feet and a characteristic wave period of 10
seconds, the response factor K has the value 0.89. If the water depth remained
at 40 feet and the period varied from 5 to 15 seconds, the factor K would change
from 0.62 to 0.95, a total change amounting to 37% of the value at 10 seconds.
If the period remained fixed at 10 seconds and the water depth varied from 37 to
43 feet, the factor K would change from 0.92 to 0.87. Were the variations in
period and water depth to occur simultaneously and act in the same direction, K
values would vary from 0&54 to 0.96, or about 50% of the value at 10 seconds -nd
40 feet. Since the chosen variations in both period and water depth are observed
to occur, it is plain that the departure of waves from a sinusoidal pattern ren-
ders the method of computing surface waves from pressure gage measurements of
doubtful value on the present theoretical basis.

In an effort to assess the nature of the departure of such comrited
waves from actual wave heights, the pressure gage and step gage recordi were com-
pared. The initial comparison has been mentioned and is shown in Figure 19. How-
ever, to explore the discrepancy more fully, 20-minute intervals were chosen when
both step gage ane oressure gage records wore available so that exactly the same
groups of waves w,3 available for comparison. Moreover, the records ware care-
fully examined to the extent that identical waves were being compared, within the
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limits of human error in comparing EA records with the Edin records. Due to the
greater detail in the step gage water surface recordingi, it. was not possible to
determine identical -aves in both recordings where the amplitudes were below a
level of the order of 1 foot, The results of the cojripa3isors of these identical
waves, for two 20-minute periods on the 24th and 25th of April, are shown in Fig-
ure 25. Here are plotted actual wave heights (from the step gage) against wave
heights computed from the pressure gage record, using a different mean K for each
of the two sets of pressure gage data. It is apparent that the wave heights com-
puted from the pressure gage record are smaller than the actual wavws by a large
factor. An actual two foot wave, for example, is indicatad by the pressure gage
record to be in the order of 14 feet, and a four foot wave to be in tlie order of
2j feet, about 40% too low. The slopes of the two dashed lines are 1.9 and 1.3
respectively; a best-fitting mean curve would give a ratio of step gage height
to pressure gage height of about 1.45. Moreover, the uncertainty of the computed
wave height becomes larger for larger waves, as shown by the greater scatter of
the points at the upper end of the plot. It is admitted that these data are lim-
ited in amount; however, it has been possible to compare wave heights, irtually
wave for wave, possibly the first and certainly one of few times that such a com-
parison has been made. That thesc findings are not new to the oceanographer is
illustrated in a paper by Folsom [3] where average factors ranging from 1.07 to
values as high as 1.35 have been determined as necessary to correct observed pres-
sure gage readings to obtain true water surface variations. Although it has not
been possible to carry this phase of the analysis any further, a fairly complete
selection of simultaneous step and pressure gage data is available for further
study.

4, Reduction of Wave Gage Recordings Using Amplitude Probability Dis-
tributions.

a. Introduction

Any discussion or comparison of water wave sensing devices must
also include an evaluation of the methods used in reducing the data and the ex-
tent to which the data reduction method gives meaningful and consistent results.
Assuming a proper installation, the surface type gages give a direct and, limited
only by the overall response time and amplitude sensitivity of the particular
system, an accurate representation of the height variations of the water surface
at a given point. As has been shown this is in contrast to the distorted surface
wave reconstructions obtainable from subsurface sensing element recordings which
result from physical limitations on the response of the sensing element and the
lack of a more comprehensive theory of subsurface pressure recordings. For the
time being, however, we lay aside considerations based on the quality of the re-
cordings and investigate the procedures used to reduce the recorded time varia-
tions to some meaningful statistics. In this respect, it does not take much of a
study to realize that the Snodgrass method of evaluating a characteristic period
and an H1/ 3 is not a satisfactory method of characterizing wave recordings. Both

are arbitrarily determined parametors using only the well-defined waves in the
recording and the contributions of the smiller amplitude higher frequency waves
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to the average value are thus ignored. In addition, there is generally an insuf-
ficimit number of waves in the highest one-third number of waves in a 15-20 min-
ute observation period to form a good statistical sample. More conciselyo it may
be stated that the Snodgrass method was designed to permit the relatively rapid
computation of a mean period and amplitude which as a result of using only Lim-

* ited portions of the actual data are only approximations to the true values. The
approximations become more valid as the wave recordings exhibit more uniformity
in period and amplitude, but uniformity in such recordings is not the normal pat-
tern. In its favor, it should be said that the method is relatively easy to apply
to the filtered response of a subsurface pressure sensitive element and is not
time consuming. Its applicability, however, varies directly with the range of
frequencies present in the recording and the mere decision as to what constitutes
a wave can be very difficult to make in the unfiltered response of a surface type
sensing element, The desirable alternative to such a method of data reduction
involves the evaluation of the mean parameters from complete frequency and am.-
plitude spectra of the wave recordings. While the time rqaired for manual com-
putation of such statistics can seldom be justified, the rapidly increasing devel-
opment of automatic computing mechanisms now permits the relatively painless and
rapid determination of the desired spectra. Certain of the results of such anal-
yses applied to the step gage recordings will be discussed in the succeeding sec-
tions.

b. Amplitude Probability Distributions

If a sufficiently long sample of the recorded continuous time var-
iations of a sensing element is divided into a number of equally spaced time
intervals each of which is significantly shorter than the minimum period present
in the recorded data, and the corresponding amplitudes are plotted against their
frequency of occurrence, an amplitude distribution is obtained which can be made
arbitrarily close to that represented not only in the original sample but in the
actual physical environment being sampled. Sin c e amplitude distributions of
water waves have been shown to follow the normal error curve [61. it is convenient
to plot such distributions on normal error coordinates. In this manner, should
the distribution be gaussian it is a relatively simple matter to determine from
the best-fitting straight line, the root-mean-square (MS a c) values of the ##i.
tude fluctuations from the fact that 68% (approx) of the points, i.e., from the
16% to 84% probability level, are within o10 of the median (50%) value.

A series of such analyses for various samples of step gage data
have been carried out by personnel of both the Applied Physics Laboratory and
the Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory. At APL, manual evaluation of
the amplitude probability distribution have been made using one second intervals
for total sample reriods of about four minutes. At EERL, evaluations were made
from ten minute samples using an electronic device and curve following techniques
which results in a series of dial readings representing the per cent of time the
observed readings were above each of ten fixed (scale) levels. In all cases,
chart readings wore converted to wave height values in feet by using an average
or representative calibration involving the number of 0.2 foot steps per chart
division.
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Examples of several of the APL evaluations are shown in Figures 26
through 29. The first of these is representative of most of such distributions
in showing essentially linear characteristics. Among the exceptions to these
linear or gaussian distributions are those represented in Figures 27-29 all of
which occurred during the relatively high wave period from 17-25 April. The dis-
tribution in Figure 27 is linear with the exception of values near the upper and
lower probability levels. Such an effect is undoubtedly due to the fact that the
sample was too short to be representative of the normal wave pattern in particular
as regards the very low and very high amplitude waves. Somewhat more serious
discrepancies can be observed in Figures 28 and 29 and a little more thorough
discussion of this situation is felt to be warranted. Although there are two
factors which could have been responsible for these observed non-gaussian dis-
tributions i.e., non-linearity in the step gage itself and the complex ocean-
ography of the channel, a significant part of the effect is again felt to be the
result of taking samples too short to be representative of the actual water sur-
face variation. That there was some non-linearity in either the amplifying or
recording circuits of the step gage is evident from an examination of the recorded
data, i.e., full scale pen motion on the chart might give rise to a calibration
shift ranging from seven 0.2 foot steps per major chart division at the low end
of the chart to nine to ten 0.2 foot steps per division at the upper end. However,
the effect should only be significant for the very highest waves and if Important
should have shown up on all ampLitude distributions made during high wave periods.
Such was not the case.

The effect of the complex oceanogratW is zorc difficult to evalu-
ate and it may well have been that the combination of a regular surge type varia-
tion with the normal gaussian distribution of water waves could have given rise
to non-gaussian distributions. Since surge effects were apparently present a
relatively small per cent of the time, their contribution to a non-aussian dis-
tribution is felt to be very limited. It was not possible either to make a one-
to-one correlation between surge appearances and the non-gaussian cases. It
should be noted in this respect that a series of longer (10 uinute) EL analyses
of data samples taken during the high wave period all showed consistent gaussian
distributions. However, when the longer analyses were made for the sae times
at which the APL analyses showed serious non-gaussian distributions, the non-
linear effects were not entirely eliminated. Thkw while there can be no doubt
as to the reality of an occasional non-gaussian wave amplitude distribution for
this location, the effect is certainly reduc d when longer samples are taken,

An additional stop can now be made after obtaining the 0 valufs.
Pierson [6 3has recently shown the folloing relationships to be v1 for a pue-
sian distribution of wave amplitudes:

n/ 44

Hi/3
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Table 5 gives the a and H1/ 3 values derived from all computed amplitude probabil-

ity distributions of step gage data. Ono or two observations might well be made*
Since the computed points of the amplitude distribution plot echibit some scatter
about a best-fitting line, some judgement is necessary in drawing that line and
the resultant slope or a values may be in error by as much as ±0.05-O.1 foot.
The resultant four-fold increase in this value for H1 / 3 is partially reflected

in the rather large range of H1/ 3 values that are reported for any one day al-

though there is no doubt but what the greater part of this variation is real.
Great care would certainly have to be taken in choosing a data sample of several
minutes duration as being representative of the mater surface for periods of sev- A
eral hours even if the mean amplitude were to exhibit no time variation.

Two further comparisons can now be made. Although only some dozen
15-20 minute samples of step gage data were analyzed by the Snodgrass method, it
was felt that a comparison of these H1/3 values with those computed from corres-

ponding 10 minute samples involving the 4 a relationship might be interesting.
One would be led to expect that the Snodgrass H1/ 3 values should be somewhat larger A

as a result of their not using the total of ali waves in the computation. These
data are shom in Table 6 and with the one exception of April 22, the Snodgrass
determined HI/ 3 values are of the order of 10% larger than the amplitude distri-

bution determined values. Although no one factor can be singled out as causing
the discrepancy for this date, several smaller effects which would normally cancel Al
each other have all added up in the same direction. These include (1) the use of
a scale calibration in the probability method from one well-defined wave that was
larger than the average scale calibration used in the Snodgrass method, (2) a
greater than normal superposition of high frequency variations on the crests and
troughs of the wave recording in such a manner as to reduce wave crest-to-trough IN
differences, and (3) a somewhat reduced mean amplitude of waves in the five min-
ute period, 1013-1018, not covered by the amplitude distribution analysis. Al

A final comparison of all pressure pge and step gage computations

for H1/3 is given in Figure 30. No points were used unless both evaluations had
been mhae within no more than 10-15 minutes of each other and the step gage data
have been divided into two subdivisions according to the Snodgrass or amplitude
distribution methods of computation. 0Vce again with a very few exceptions, we
can see that step gage values are consisttly higher than pressure gage values.
The slopes of the two bracketing lines are 1.12 and 1.52 respectively and a figure
about 1.3 would be a fair average. Once again, too, we note that while the over-
all range in the two values becomes larger with larger waves, there is a tendency
for greater distortion in the pressure gage readings for low amplitudes. This
effect is certainly not unreason3ble since waves below a certain critical fre-
quency would be damped out entirely in the pressure sensing unit.

A;
a. Frequency Spectra Comparisons

Since a much more comprehensive analysis of the power spectra of A;
the water surface variations and of their comparisons with associated radio re-
cordings will be made in a subsequent report, it will be sufficient to state here

I
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HI3EVALUATIONS MWO STEP GAE AVPLTU!E MBAMUII DIS7RIBUTIOtM

DATE Tfe 10 or aH1z (
(Feet) . .o. .

Feb. 19 1411-1415 0.8 3.2 .

Feb. 20 1210-1214 o.8 3.2 

Apr. 6 1041-1051 0.76 3.04**
1123-11-7 1.01 4. o**
1430-1440 0.94 3b*
lzr%-1?o 1.21

1. 2
1734-174 1.06 4.24*

Apr. 7 1246-1256 0.56 2.-24
1252-1302 o.b5 2.06
133_-1,742 0 32. 5203_z3 .63 2.48**
1418-108 o.62 2.4 *
1548- 55  o.6 2.72*

Apr. 8 1356-1406 0.T 2.8l**
1 o5-19z9I o~z2 **

1)-1 10 70.39
1618-1628 0.63 2.52

ALpr. 9 147 -1443 0.5 2.0 ,
151o-1514 0.5 2.0 *

Apr. 10 114044 o.3 1.2 *
1228-1232 o. 1.6*
13D6-1310 0.5 2.0.
138-1352 0.4 1.6*
4 0-1434 0.5 2.0
15.5-1519 0.4 1.6.

Apr. 11 104-102F 0 2.0 *112-1112 0. 2

134-101 0.4

i.pr. 13 1525-15.75 0.28 1. 12.

Apr. 34 148-1e 0.4 1.6 .
i lup Oo027 10*

Apr. 15 1136-140 0.4 1.6 *
1356-134.0 04 1.6 * -
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DAI Ill M Ior 0 Hi 4a

Apr. 16 I1I1-1147 0.30 1.20* A
14o,-o409 0.5 2.0*
1451-1461 0.5 2.0 *

APr. 17 1251-1255 1.0 4.0 *
1343-1-7 0 2.P
1435,47.9 .
1520-1524 0.9 3 *

Apr. 18 1251-1255 o.6 2.4*
1349-1353 o.6 2.4*
1450-14 4 0. 2.0 * AV
1531-1535 0.7 2.8 *

Apr. 20 1034-1044 0.40 1. A

1351 o101 0.72 2.88a
0.55-lbO2 o.79 3.16

Apr. 21 1112-1128 0.7 2.8 *
1124-112 .7 2.8.
1446-1450 0.7 2.8 *

Apr. 22 1003-1013 1.20 2.8 **
1o,-lo35 0.7 2,
112-1125 0.*
1345-1!49 0.9 31l..
1413-14? 0.9 3.6 *
1525-1"2 0.9 3A *
15!b"1540 1.0 4:0
1543-1553 0.97 3 8*

Ar. 23 0937-0947 0.65 2.6
loio-126 o.62 2.48.
10464,-050 0.5 2.0*

1121-12; 0 .6~0o4:ot . 3:I.o
1315-1319 0.9 2.

0.7 z 73.6*

1410d14407

1 :I 3.24u*

Apr. 24 1007-1017 0.5 2.04m.
1035,1039 0.? 2:4
1042-1052 0 28
1111-1115 o2.4 ,

zo351o .6 e .*.

o . o: " i "'
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DA? TUC S or 04
(root) 11 4

Apr. 24 114&-115 0.5 2.0 *
13V--151 04 1.6 *
AO-15O 4- 1.92.

17 5-115 0:§2*24*

Apr. 25 0947-0957 0.34, i.
1005-1009 0.5 2.o *
1100-1110 0.30 1020"
1446-1156 0.23 o.92.
1530-1O3T4 0.3 1.,*
1727-1 737 0.33 1 -

Apr, 27 1513-1523 o.62 248

Apr. 28 1023-1027 0.7 2.8*
123D-123 0.7 2.8 *

7 7Wa mjaits AM values (maUal eomputation)

*Tn. minute MM values (outowtio oonputez,
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COW'IR.W 0or o, 3 VALUES j0MJN. BY SOD(ASS 1J1D PROBABIL T

DISTRIBUTION YM0DS !OR STP GAE DATA

)AI "' TiI )Ehi/~

(Snodgrass l (Pzobebility) (Snodgrass) babilty)
() (2) 0

April 6 1041-1101 1041-1051 3.55 3.04

Apri1 7 1331-1'V 1372-1342 2.89 2.52

April 8 1600-1620 16oo-16io 3.17 3.16

Apr11 20 1351-1408 1751-1401 2.90 2.88

April 22 1003-1018 1003-101-z 3AL54:
1543-1558 1543-1553

April 23 1016-1032 1016-1o26 2.55 2.48
15%-1610 154-1604 3.20 2.88

April 24 1042-1058 1042-1052 2.41 2.2P
1705-1725 1705-1715 2.90 2.24

April 25 1100-1115 1100-1110 1.65 1.20
1727-1747 1727-1737 1.71 172

Average4 atio77 W/ ... .T z.U)
Ln*10 minu'co EERL value8 s

w
Aveao ratio 1)/(2.,.....1,04Average radio (i' /€2) omitting April 22...,.,o1,124

tU
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that there ws never any significant discrepancy between either an average wave
period or a complete power spectrum for the different wave smesing elements. An
GexAp of this effect is shown in Figure 31 which shows the nearly identical C
power spectra obtained during a tweity minute period on 19 February in which step,
pressure and continuous-wire recordings were being made simultaneouslyo Natu.-
rally, the evaluation of a power rather than a frequency spectrum reduces the im-V
portance of the higher frequency filtering action of the subsurface gage, but it
is nevertheless true that the neglect of the high frequency components and a mod-
erate amplitude distortion has little effect on the power spectrum of a variation
having average periods considerably larger than those being filtered.

d, Motion Picture Recordings
0"

A further attempt to study some of the higher frequency wind waves
and the extent to which they might be masked by the step gage was made by using
direct motion picture photography of the step gage itself, While the few anal-
yses made of this data showed excellent correlation with the step gage output, the Z
nearly vertical camera angle employed in making the pictures made it impossible -ii-
to interpolate values of the water surface between the levels of the sensing con-
tacts on the gage

I I I I Il II I I II- ' I
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APPENDIX A

The Continuous-Wire Wave Gage

The method developed at this Laboratory* for the continuous measurement
and recording of ocean wave heights is shown schematically in Figure 32. M is a
heavy stainless steel vertical mast attached rigidly to a specially constructed
piling at the point where ocean wave data are desired. Supported by the mast is
a vertical 17 ft. length of resistance wire RW, insulated at its upper end by in-
sulator G and fastened securely at its lower end to support arm A. Wire RW is
always partially immersed in the ocean water, as may be seen from the indicated
locations of the "low low" and "high high" water lines. Figure 33 shows a hori-
zontal section of the mast and the location of the sensing wires.

Electrical components in the sketch are the generator E, voltmeter V,
and resistor R. When the resistance value of R is chosen sufficiently high an
essentially constant current, independent of water level, flows through R and
through the resistance wire at all times. This constant current (denoted by I)
results in a potential drop V made up of the following components (see sketch)
(1) a potential drop V1 along the exposed portion of the wire, (2) a drop V2 from
the point of emergence of the wire to the point of emergence of the mast, and (3)
a drop V3 along the exposed portion of the mast. By choosing an appropriate com-

bination of resistivity and diameter for the sensing wire RW (see Figure 32 for
wire data) and by establishing a minimum immersion depth of at lea3t 3 feet, the
potential V2 is rendered negligible in ocean water of average salinity. V3 is

also negligible since the resistance per unit length of mast is so very much less
than that of the resistance wire itself. We are left then with the simple fact
that the voltmeter indication V is substantially the drop along the resistance
wire alone and hance is (1) closely proportional to the length d of exposed wire
and (2) is linearly related to ocean wave height. It is this last result that
forms the modus operandi for the wave gage, the principal requiremoL s being (1)
that the generator voltage E, the resistor R, and the sensing wire properties re-
main invariant with time and (2) that the recording voltmeter have a stable (and
preferably linear) deflection characteristic. A further matter of concern in some
situations is in regard to the lag coefficient of the recording system - this
must of course be appropriately small if accurate delineation of wave detail is
desired. It is also essential that the sensing wire be of uniform gage throughout
its length.

*The system herein desoribed made use of the genergl features of a continuous-wire
type gage developed by Duntley and described in detail in a memorandum to Guy
Woraley from I. Katz (JHU/APL) dated 24 July 1952.
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HIGH-HIGH LEVEL

I d I

" SUFfACE__

h 14 FT. WORKING RANGEW LOW- LOW LEVEL

3 FT. (MIN)

-I--A

MAST M IS STAINLESS' STEEL PIPE ,I IpS.

WIRE RW IS STAINLESS STEEL (A.LS.J. NO. 303) V

AND IS IN DIAMETER.

RESISTANCE PER FOOT; 0.115 OHM
E ag 25 VOLTS RMS, FREQUENCY - 2000 CPS.
R 5 SO OHMS

CONTINUOUS -WIRE WAVE GAGE METHOQ

OF MEASURING WATER WAVES

FIGURE 3 2
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A-4

Having established in general terms a method for the measurement of
ocean wave heights, a host of practical engineering problems are immediatcly con-
fronted when one attempts to physically embody the method, In the first place,
no environment to be found in nature seems quite so inimical to scientific ap-
paratus as the open sea. The measuring current I, for example, must not have a
direct (d.c.) component if electrolytic destruction of the sensing wire is to be
avoided. Alternating current is thus necessary and a very high frequency is re-
ported to be beneficial in munimizing the effects of wire contamination, Too high
a frequency, however, introuces difficulties in the electrical measurements and
in addition the electrical flow in the sea rater is then no longer a siAple dif-
fusion process. The necessity for energizing the electrodes via a 2300 foot mar-
ine cable also imposed an upper limit to the frequency. As a compromise, a fre-
quency of 2000 cycles was used and appeared completely satisfactory. For the
Golden Gate measuraments, as viewed in retrospect, a frequency of 400 cycles might
have been about as satisfactory and would have yielded the marked advantage that
commercially available 400 cycle power generating and regulating apparatus could
have been utilized. The amplitude of E should be high (we used 3bout 25 volts)
so that V can easily be measured even in the presence of substantial interference.
Electronic means wore used for generating and controlling the voltage E, and a
manual adjustment was provided for resetting. These employed certain well-estab-
lished electronic t echniques which have the demonstrated virtues of being simple
yet highly effective. Figure 34 shows the circuit schematic of the 2000 cycle
electronic power generator, consisting of oscillator Vl, phase inverter V2, power
amplifier V3 and V4, and output indicator rectifier V5.

Measuring and recording of the voltage V also made use of electronic
means, and more or less conventional amplifying techniques were employed here*
The circuit for these is shown schematically in Figure 35 and comprises: (1) a
conventional triode amplifier V61 (2) a cathode follower V7, and (3) a rectifier
(US-V9) of the voltage-doubling types The bulk of the amplification was obtained
with a conmercial redording amplifier manufactured by the Edin Company, which
company also supplied the recorder itself. This latter was a fairly high speed
instrument, considerably more rapid in response than was actually needed. It
provided a maximum trace width of 40 amm, and a paper speed adjustable in 9 steps
from 0.25 to 100 zm/sec4

Calibration of the ocean wave gage was given a great deal of thought,
mainly with the view of working out a direct system wherein simultaneouS obser-
vations of actual water level and of recorder indication could be paired for fu-
ture use in translating ocean wave recordings into terms of wave heights. After
considerable preliminary study a practicable system was still being worked out
when the problem was suddenly and completely resolved by our decision to incor-
porate a step-type wave gage (see Appendix B) into the structure supporting the
sensing wire. The step-type wive gage, or step gage as it is called, is inher-
ently self-calibrating for changes in water level, and automatically and contin-
uously provides us just those datum points which are needed -- i.e., those in 4..
actual use at any given time. In short, it provides a nearly ideal calibration
system, and reduced the calibration problem to the much simpler one of providing
adequate long term stability so that frequent calibration checks are not required.

t:
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A-7

In order to gain further insight into the reflection of radio waves from
an undulating sea surface it was desired to measure and record, as a function of
time, not only wave amplitudes but also wave slopes. Here we are using the term
slope synonymously with gradient in the sense that it is a two-dimensional vector
having orientation as well as magnitude. To accomplish slope measurements, we
used in addition to the apparatus already described, two more vertical sensing
wires, each energized from the same source (E, Figure 1) and each having its own
series resistor Rs The three sensing wires were disposed as in Figure 33.

Corresponding to the voltage V derived from the amplitude sensing wire

RW, let us use V1 and VI to denote the potential at thki sensing wires R 1 and

RW2. It is evident, then that if the calibration coefficients of the three sys-

tems are identical, V - VI and V - VI will be proportional respectively to the
components of the gradient in the directions VV' and VV" . It is this result
that forms the theoretical basis of the slope measurement. To put it into prac-
tice all that was required was to arrange electronic equipment with suitable sub-
tracting circuits and simply record the quantities V - V' and V - V1. The cir-
cuitry employed to accomplish this is shown in schematic tsm in Figure 36. Trans-
formers T1 (or T ) and T in this fi r connect via the sea cable to the electrode
wires RW, (or RW) andR. Each transformer feeds a cascade arrangement including

a triode amplifier (VlO and Vll), cathode follower (V12 and V13). and rectifier
(V14/15 and V16/17). By differentially connecting the latter, as shown, a D-C
voltage proportional to the difference V - VI (or V - V") is obtained. This is
then amplified and recorded by the Edin equipment.

In actual operation certain difficulties were encountered that proved
rather serious in dealing with small gradients. Application of the conversion
factor to V - VI and V - V'' is, superficially at least, a perfectly straight-
forward means of arriving at the corresponding height differences but it was ob-
served in practice that whereas we should have had V - Vt .- V . V" .- 0 for a
horisontal sea surface at all height levels, small residuals of random sign ap-
peared which tended to mask the effect of very small height differentials. These
residuals were attributed to slight differences in the dynamic characteristics of
the three amplifiers handling V, V1 and V" and were most troublesome at low water
levels where the largest electrode voltages were obtained. This situation was
considerably improved by increasing the separation to 6 inches, although at the
expense of detail# 0

Calibration of the slope indicators was performed by replacing the wave
gage electrode system and its associated sea cable with a network designed to
simlate the actual installation, By appropriate variations in the resistors
simulating the electrode wires it was possible to calibrate the eqpmant in term
of its response to various combinations of amplitude and slope. No direct checks
on the accuracy of this procedure were made owing mainly to the impraoticability
of reproducing, even crudely, the various degrees of steepness found iA t he ao
tual ocean waveformso We are orAident, however, that the accuracy of the slope
reeordings is adequate for the intended use, this statement of course being sub.
jeat to the limitations discussed in the previous paragrph.
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APPENDIX B

The Step Wave Gage

As a complement to the continuous type of wave amplitude recorder de-
scribed in Appendix A, a second type of gage was also used for the measuring and
recording of wave amplitudes. Like the continuous gage, it operated on purely
electrical principles and shared with it the marked advantage of having no moving
parts other than those in the recorder itself. Figure 37 show the essential ele-
ments involved.

Electrodes E, E2 Z71 are automobile-type spark plugs inserted

into the mast at 2.4 inch (0.2 foot) intervals along the 14-foot working range.
The interior of the mast is hermetically sealed off from the environing sea and
the entrapped air maintained at a prussure of about 60 lbs./sq. inch (absolute).
This was intended as a protection to the resistors and the wiring within the mast.

Each of the electrodes, when covered by rising sea water, provides a
closed circuit between its associated resistor -jnd the mast M. Resistors R1,

2 - "1 are all identical, their nominal value being 4700 ohms. This was se-

lected as being low enough to be negligible compared to the very high electrode-
to-mast resistance obtained when the electrodes are not imnersed, yet high enough
that when the electrodes are immersed, the electrode-to-mist resistance is itself
then negligible compared to the 4700 ohm. In other words, with the value chosen
for R - 171' the action of the rising and falling sea water is essentially the

same as that of closing and opening an ideal switch.

3 in Figure 37 is a constant-voltage generator of frequency 2000 cps and
amplitude 1 volt. is a shunt of negligible resistance and voltmeter V is, in
effect, simply an indicator of generator current I This current being the sum
of the individual currents delivered to the immersed electrodes, we have

However, the Ri'I are all equal to 4700 ohms and so this simplifies to

4700
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF STEP WAVE GAGE

FIGURE 37
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whore N is the number of imersed electrodes. Now since V and I are proportion-
ally related (V a Re1) and since water depth is stepwise proportional to N (h a
0.2 N, N an integer) then it is apparent that I recording of V(t) is also a step-
recording of h(t).

To embody this theoretical basis of our measuring method, electronic
means were utilized for recording V(t) and also for generating and regulating E. fr
Figure 38 is the schematic of the amplifier designed for recording V(t) and in-
cludes two triod. amplifying stages (V18 and V19) handling the 2000 c-cie signal, 8
a rectifier V20, and D-C amplifier triodes V21, V22, and V23. The last stage,
V23s is connected as a cathode follo'fer and is required to be rather powerful in ".1
order to drive the Edin recording galvanometer. No separate D-C amplifier was
used with the step gage. Generator E (Figure 34) was actually the same -mit used
.o energize the continuous wave gage, and terminals C and D of the output traus-
former were used for this purpose.

It will have been observed earlier in this report that the step pge
recordings have a staircase appearance which becomes quite prominent for the very
small wave amplitudes. This is not otherwise troublesome and in exchange, one
obtains the very desirable feature that the stepped record may at any time be
converted to terms of wave height simply by counting the number of steps in a
given height interval and dividing by 5. Further, if this is done for some quite
well-defined interval, say from a trough up to a crest, and the same interval is I -
then identified on the record drawn by the continuous recorder. we are then in i
possession of the necessary calibration data with which the continuous gage re- :
cording may be translated into terms of ocean wave heightt. This calibration fea-
ture is a nearly ideal one, and even if the step gage records were of limited
value in themselves, they would be very much worth their cost simply in the role
of a calibration chart for the continuous-wire wave gage. Since the operation
of the gage requires an insulator between the electrode and the mast to insure a
water path for the current, water films remaining on the insulators after the
water level has fallen will introduce leakage currents and resulting non-linear-
ities in the calibration of the recording. An effort was made to ninimise the.
effects of such film by adding a neoprene paint awd a silione greuse water re-
pellant (Do CorninS4) coating to the insulitor. and the mast down to the level
of the bottom electrode. That the problem was not completely resolved is evi-
denced by the fact that the step Amction in the rcording is shown only whn the
water rises past an electrode; the slower time of: water runoff in t he case of t
falling water level smooths the step fotion.

A calibrator for the step4ypo wve recorder was constiaeted al the
sae general lines as deseribed previously for tM convtmt inw recorder, That is,
the stegage witb its 71 resistos, tojethor with the =O-foot so cable, were

Atdby an eletrical network with Idjustable elements t*, dplicattof
fact of various water levels. This simalstop cheokod out fairV WOl when self-
cilibrated recordins wers later ide available for comparlson, although some
minor disowepunie ware famd~, Baut ie past v3l)mo *Ou'WS Was in th Arl
develoutal stas during whidb it #,ared as a very useful substituto tor' the

" m i. , " "
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sea installation, which was not available at that time. The latter, in fact, was
not available for tests until some time after the electronic equipment had been
designed, constructed, and t ested.

Initial distribution of this document
has been made in accordance with the list for
guidance published in APL/JIHU TG 7-10, dated
December 1951. Copies 160-175 retained for
Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory in-
t ernal use.
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